Bejeweled® will be the crown
jewel on your casino floor

Introducing another PopCap® casual game favorite,
now available as a slot machine offering distinctive
game mechanics and action packed game play.

BEJEWELED FEATURES:
• True to one of the top casual game licenses of all time,
incorporating special symbols and gem swapping
• Player’s choice of six bonuses, offering the choice
between skill and chance
• Unique approach to betting with boosts
• Three-level pot feature

MAIN GAME

BOOSTS - Players can select from three game boosts by paying 25 credits x the active bet step each for
the ability to pick from 1 to 3 boosts. In the “Multiplier Boost”, a multiplier gem appears on screen and
wins are multiplied by 2x to 10x the win amount when matched. In the “Mystery Gem Boost”, a question
mark gem turns into a regular or special gem. In the “Scramble Boost”, which can occur at the end of the
game, eight rows of gems on the game board are scrambled horizontally for a second chance win.
BASE GAME - In the base game, seven colored gems collapse and automatically make matches. A match
of three gems of the same color pays a credit prize while a match of four or more gems of the same color
pays both a credit prize and creates a special gem. Players get paid when special gems are created and
when they detonate.
BEJEWELED BURST FEATURE - A mystery-triggered mini game is activated frequently. Players swap
gems until no more moves can be made.

BONUS GAMES

Bejeweled offers six entertaining bonuses triggered by three Bonus Gems in collapses. Players always have the chance to choose between three
skill-based and three chance bonuses.

CHANCE BONUSES

SKILL BONUSES

ALCHEMY - Ten free games are awarded and players attempt to
turn the full board to gold to win 10 more free games.

BUTTERFLIES - Players have to make matches to free 10 butterflies in 10
moves before any of them reach the spider. Extra credit prizes are awarded
once the task has been accomplished.

BURIED TREASURE - During 10 free games the goal is to make
matches that unearth three pieces of treasures, resulting in 10
more free games.

DIAMOND MINE - Players have 10 moves to match gems that will break the
ground and rock at the bottom of the board to uncover prizes. Extra credit
prizes are awarded once the task has been accomplished.

BALANCE - Ten free spins are awarded and players must collect
15 blue gems and 15 red gems to win 10 additional free games.

Alchemy Bonus

Buried Treasure Bonus

POKER - Players have 10 moves to make two total poker hands of gem matches.
Extra credit prizes are awarded one the task has been accomplished.

Balance Bonus

Butterflies Bonus

Diamond Mine Bonus

Poker Bonus

3 LEVEL POT FEATURE

Players will be awarded a level when a level gem is involved in an event on the main game screen. The Gold level is
awarded with the Blue Level gem, the Silver level is awarded with either the Yellow or Purple Level gems, and the
Bronze level is awarded with Red, Orange, Green, or White Level gems.

8x8 gems with a max bet of 375 credits. Denominations available in 1 cent.
Payout
Percentage

Skill Bonus
Enabled

87.78% - 87.95%

Yes

Hit Frequency*

39.69%

87.86% - 87.97%

No

Base Game = 3 Bonus = 1
Games Played*
10,000
25,000
50,000
75,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
1,000,000

Bonus Feature
Symbol

Games Per
Feature*

Burst Feature:
Mystery Trigger

54.55

Player choice bonus:
3 Bonus Trigger

volatility scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)

Min Payout %
74.70%
79.54%
81.98%
83.06%
83.70%
84.92%
85.46%
85.78%
86.00%
86.55%

Top Award Per Spin
(x Bet Multiplier)

10,000
150.00

Top Award Per Bonus
(x Bet Multiplier)

200
1,000
200
500

Distribution of Prizes*

Max Payout %
101.03%
96.19%
93.75%
92.67%
92.03%
90.81%
90.27%
89.94%
89.72%
89.18%

* Based on the 87.78% - 87.95% paytable at 50 credits bet per game.

Number of Credits Won

AVAILABILITY OF ALL OPTIONS MAY VARY AND IS SUBJECT TO JURISDICTIONAL APPROVAL. Efforts were made to ensure that all the numbers given in this sheet are correct and as accurate as possible;
however, GTECH Corporation is not responsible for the accuracy of the final figures.
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